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Kira Krümm

Principal Interior Designer and Owner, Kira Krümm International Design
Creative Director and Owner, Studio International Art & Design
INDUSTRY HONORS
2012 Designer’s Choice Award, Master Bedroom Showcase. Estero, FL
2011 Top 25 “Power Players” of Florida, Florida International Magazine
Design Firm of Distinction Award, Miromar Design Center. Estero, FL
2010 ASID Design Excellence Award, Residential Transitional Design. Marco Island, Florida
Top 100 “Design Minds”, by Florida International Magazine
2009 Top Business Leader", Gulfshore Business Magazine. Naples, Florida
“Design Visionary" Award, Florida International Magazine
ASID Design Excellence Award, Show House. Estero, Florida
ASID Design Excellence Award, Best Interior Renovation. Naples, Florida
2008 ASID Design Excellence Award, Residential Transitional Design. Naples, Florida
Top 100 Designers, Florida International Magazine
Sand Dollar Award, Best Interior Design, Luxury Single Family. Naples, Florida
2007 ASID Design Excellence Award, Residential Transitional Design. Naples, Florida
Sand Dollar, Grand Award for Perfect Score – Best Interior Design. Naples, Florida
Sand Dollar, Best Interior Design / Luxury Residential Single Family. Naples, Florida
Sand Dollar, Best Interior Design / Luxury Residential Condominium. Naples, Florida
Sand Dollar, Best Interior Design / Luxury Residential over $3,500,000. Naples, Florida
2006 Sand Dollar, Grand Award for Perfect Score – Best Interior Design. Naples, Florida
Sand Dollar, Best Interior Design / Luxury Residential Design Condo. Naples, Florida
Sand Dollar, Best Interior Design / Luxury Residential over $3,500,000. Naples, Florida
2005 IIDA Designs of Distinction Award. Naples, Florida
International Design Guild Award of Excellence
2003 Sand Dollar, Best Interior Design / Luxury Residential Single Family. Naples, Florida
2002 IIDA Designs of Distinction Award, Naples, Florida
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KIRA’S JOURNEY OF DESIGN
01
Kira is an American interior designer who loves traveling around the world. She has developed a unique international design style that brings
harmony into hearts and homes around the globe.

STARTING WITH DESIGN
“As a professional Interior Designer, I take an artistic approach to my work and regard the elements of design as my medium, the interior as
my canvas” said by Kira. Kira analyzes her artistic approach and described her design as interior art.
Kira Krümm was born in Massachusetts, USA both of her parents are artists. Her father, Terry Krumm, is a talented American architect and art
professor, most well-known for his work an abstract painter. Kira’s parents encouraged her to express creativity as a child, which helped her
develop a strong artistic sensibility. Her background also influenced her appreciation of the arts. When it was time for Kira to select her course
of study in the college, she planned be a fashion designer but her father convinced her to pursue interior design. With her father’s
encouragement, she chose her degree in Fine Art with a Major in Interior Design at Virginia Commonwealth University.
“Free, Romantic & livable” are the core values of American Style Design and what American Designers have in common. The US started
developing its art & design education system after World War II. The education system was fully established in 1960s including design basics,
design theory and thematic design, embracing creative exploration in all arenas. With her father an established painter and professor at the
forefront of America’s cultural revolution, Kira grew up immersed intellectually “free” environment, which ultimately led to her fascination with
exploring other creative perspectives around the globe.
From rough white walls and blue tiles in the Mediterranean to the glorious Louvre by Seine; from beautiful Florida beaches to the simple alleys
in Shanghai; Kira has left her footprints over the most lovely places in the world where she draws great creative inspiration. But she is most
inspired by nature and places where land meets sea, as she finds a particular sense of peace near the water (maybe it is in her Pisces
nature). Her “East Coast”, “West Coast” and Gulf Coast” interior design concepts interpreted the unique charm of each coast.
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02 POWER OF DESIGN
Kira’s travel experiences have leaded her to explore the nature of design. She believes that art and design are powerful vehicles that can
inspire harmony across the globe, starting in the home. After over a decade of operating her award-winning interior design firm in Florida,
USA, Kira transformed her company, changing the name to Kira Krümm International Design, and recruited an outstanding team of young,
multi-cultural designers, to help carry the dream forward.
After years of practices, Kira has developed her own “Modern Design Style” on the basis of it’s an ultimately celebration of individuality and
often conveys the triumph of our achievements.
Some people think “luxury” as wasting of resource or living against ecologicalism. “We are consumers and we live in a society that does not
encourage conservation. However, if we invest in quality, sustainable products that we love, then we consume less and ultimately do less
harm to our environment. Design is not disposable. Sustainability should prove to be more than just a trend and should become the new
standard for the design industry.
“I look to nature for beauty and inspiration, so I believe we must respect the earth and try to make lifestyle decisions that do not have a
harmful impact on the environment.” stated by Kira when she was talking about her product line.
In addition to interior design, Kira is also involved in various art-related business ventures abroad including her fine art gallery, Studio
International Art & Design, owned by Ms. Krümm and her husband Juan Munera, which represents world-renowned contemporary artists from
the Americas such, as her father, Terry Krumm, whose works are currently exhibiting throughout China. However, Ms. Krumm’s masterpiece is
her signature product line, the “Kira Krümm Kollection” which focuses on custom luxury bedding, fine furnishings, and home décor.
Kira mentioned that ”my interior design firm, product line, and fine art business are all separate entities that require individual attention, yet
they are all driven by my core passion for art and design. Each shares the fundamental purpose of promoting/inspiring a better quality of life
through aesthetic beauty.”
Being a designer with clients and a business operator behind the scene, Kira admits it has been a challenging role at times. “Time is very
precious to me. I am very focused and dedicated to my career, because it is an extension of myself; however, as with my design philosophy; I
believe we must apply balance in our personal and professional lives as well. I nurture my physical and emotional wellbeing through exercise
and meditation, I stay very organized and prioritized, and I rely greatly on my team for support. The secret is staying true to who you
are. When you are happy and healthy, it reflects in your work.”
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03 KIRA IN CHINA
Kira has visited China several times. She said China is beautiful country. She is fascinated in Chinese history and culture. Kira knew many
Chinese friends from design industry including her design collaborator - well-known furniture designer- Mr. Zhu, Xiaojie. Kira had spent 5 years
to observe the Chinese market, especially the Chinese luxury clientele. As an artist, it is inspiring to create new products and very exciting to
introduce new ideas to a new audience. The significant portion of China’s consumer demographic pursuing the high quality of life is the key
point driven Kira to start developing China business
In 2011, Kira started introducing the art work from her fine art gallery and her product line to China as she believes China is a great place for
international cooperation. Some people used “culture difference” as an excuse, yet some people used it as their driving force. Globalization
has opened a new chapter for almost all aspects of life, and design is not an exception. Kira believes this cultural exchange has enriched
both Western and Eastern designers and it has given the opportunity for a universal explosion of creativity. Art & design can provide a
channel for people to interact and unite, regardless of cultural or lingual differences.

04 HOME
Kira Krümm continues to bring elements of her global journey into the homes that she designs. “Home” is not only the symbol of social status
and identity, but a comfortable, livable shelter where people can find a sense of belonging.
This American Designer who dedicated her life to design for the past 20 years said: We should be aware of the importance of aesthetic
harmony and try to surround ourselves in beauty and comfort. Design can inspire balance & harmony not just in your home, but throughout
all aspects of your life. I hope that my products and interiors can help to influence this idea.
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LING: Design and art are always inseparable. You own a gallery as well. What are the artists you have most interactions? Do
they bring you any design ideological inspiration?
Kira Krümm: I admire my father, Terry Krumm. He is an accomplished artist. I am deeply inspired by his work and have always
loved it, partly because I admire his dedication to it and also because it appeals to me visually. I discovered that through
genetics his art and my interiors have a similar core aesthetic. He has taught me the importance of process in art. As artists we
develop a relationship with our medium, and the art we produce becomes a reflection of our identity.
LING: East coast, west coast and gulf coast, we can feel the ocean scent from the name of your work & the atmosphere of
your interior design project. You always travel to where land meets sea. Does ocean accomplish you?
Kira Krümm: There is something very unique about coastal areas. The endless horizon makes you aware that you are a small
part of a vast world. The environment is both simple and complex and tantalizes your senses; close your eyes and breath- the
fresh air fills your lungs and ions from the water give you energy. The soothing rhythm of the waves and the call of the birds
make you feel at peace. The natural beauty of colors and textures from the sky, water, and land inspires creative thoughts.
LING: What kind of books & movies do you love?
Kira Krümm: I collect art museum books from around the world. Most of the books I read are nonfiction and relate to nutrition,
culture, or self-improvement. For movies, I like foreign films, romance stories, and occasionally a comedy. For the most part I
use movies and books to gain knowledge or to briefly escape the everyday details of life.

(Left):
1. Kira with her artist parents pictured in their studio loft.
2. An abstract acrylic painting on canvas, by Kira’s father, Terry Krumm
3. Kira has visited several brilliant coasts around the world
4. “Modern Woman”, Museum Book

(Right):
The Madeira High Rise Condominium,
Private waterfront residence
(Pictured on Previous Page):
The Palermo Penthouse,
Private waterfront residence
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LING: You implement people’s dream for home through design; how did you design yours? What does it mean to you?
Kira Krümm: My home reflects the island lifestyle that my family and I share and the tropical beauty that surrounds us. It is my
personal sanctuary, a calming, serene place where I can unwind and retreat from the demands of my busy life. I approach
my own personal space artistically, as I would any interior project, and think about balance and composition & lifestyle when
making selections, then I use artistic approach, close to the natural to complete the design.
LING: We noticed that your style of dress is similar to your interior design aesthetics. What do you usually dress?
Kira Krümm: My artistic aesthetic influences my dress and I only wear neutral colors mostly light colors and shades of white and
grey. I like loose flowing cloths, natural fabrics, and jewelry made of shells.
LING: Exercise is a good for healthy Living. What do you think?
Kira Krümm: Yes, I enjoy yoga, martial arts, Chi Cong and Tai Chi from China. I live on a small tropical island on Florida’s Gulf
Coast, so I also enjoy activities in the water such as swimming, boating and paddle boarding.

(Left):
The Veracruz High Rise Condominium,
Private waterfront residence
(Right):
1. Kira’s house in Marco Island
2. Kira's home life
3. Kira practicing Tai Chi on the beach in Marco Island

